The asexual reproduction cycle of Plasmodium falciparum, the parasite responsible for severe malaria, occurs within red blood cells. A merozoite invades a red cell in the circulation, develops and multiplies, and after about 48 hours ruptures the host cell, releasing 15-32 merozoites ready to invade new red blood cells. During this cycle, the parasite increases the host cell permeability so much that when similar permeabilization was simulated on uninfected red cells, lysis occurred before ,48 h. So how could infected cells, with a growing parasite inside, prevent lysis before the parasite has completed its developmental cycle? A mathematical model of the homeostasis of infected red cells suggested that it is the wasteful consumption of host cell hemoglobin that prevents early lysis by the progressive reduction in the colloid-osmotic pressure within the host (the colloid-osmotic hypothesis). However, two critical model predictions, that infected cells would swell to near prelytic sphericity and that the hemoglobin concentration would become progressively reduced, remained controversial. In this paper, we are able for the first time to correlate model predictions with recent experimental data in the literature and explore the fine details of the homeostasis of infected red blood cells during five model-defined periods of parasite development. The conclusions suggest that infected red cells do reach proximity to lytic rupture regardless of their actual volume, thus requiring a progressive reduction in their hemoglobin concentration to prevent premature lysis.
Introduction
Plasmodium falciparum, Pf, is responsible for the most severe form of malaria in humans, representing a major cause of morbidity and mortality, especially among children. The pathology of malaria is caused by the intraerythrocytic stage of the parasite cycle. Invasion of a red blood cell (RBC) by a Pf merozoite converts a metabolically languid, hemoglobin-filled cell lacking intracellular organelles and structures, into a complex double cell, with a eukaryotic organism growing and multiplying inside, protected from immune attack. After a relatively quiescent period of about 15-20 h post-invasion, infected RBCs exhibit large increases in metabolic activity and solute traffic [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] across their membrane. The elevated metabolic rate persists until late stages of development and relaxes only during the latest hours of the parasite's 48 h asexual reproduction cycle. Staines et al. [8] showed that if uninfected human RBCs were permeabilized to the same extent the uninfected cells would hemolyze by the unbalanced net gain of NaCl and osmotic water over a shorter time-course than that needed for parasite maturation and exit. How, then, is the integrity of parasitized cells preserved for the duration of the intraerythrocytic cycle, considering that they have a parasite growing to a substantial volume inside?
This puzzle prompted an investigation on how premature lysis is prevented in falciparum-infected RBCs. A mathematical model of the homeostasis of parasitized RBCs was formulated to attempt an understanding of the processes involved [9, 10] . The model encoded all known kinetic parameters relevant to the control of host red cell volume, i.e., pH, membrane potential, ion content, ion transport across the RBC membrane and parasite growth. The initial simulations with the model produced a result which led to the formulation of a ''colloid-osmotic hypothesis'' to explain how infected RBCs (IRBCs) resist premature lysis. The hypothesis linked lysis resistance to hemoglobin consumption, a link hitherto never suspected.
It had been well established that during the process of growth and maturation within RBCs malaria parasites ingest and digest hemoglobin (Hb) to levels far above those required by parasite protein synthesis [11] . Moreover, the amino acids produced in vast excess by hemoglobin proteolysis are rapidly released to the medium across the host RBC membrane through the so called ''new permeation pathways'' (NPPs) [7, [11] [12] [13] [14] , without apparent generation of any osmotic stress. Hb ingestion and digestion and heme detoxification, required to prevent damage to both parasite and host cell, are high energy-consuming processes [15] [16] [17] . It was therefore puzzling why Hb was consumed in such vast excess. The original model simulations [9] suggested that excess Hb digestion was necessary to reduce the colloid-osmotic pressure within the host cell, thus preventing its premature swelling to the critical hemolytic volume (CHV).
The simulations led to two critical predictions: (i) that excess Hb ingestion and digestion would cause not only a dramatic fall in the Hb content of the host cell, as had been established already from experimental evidence, but also a progressive and large decline in its Hb concentration, and (ii) that parasite volume growth together with host cell swelling late in the cell cycle would bring IRBC volumes very near their CHV. Allen and Kirk [18] argued that parasite volume growth was overestimated in the model because of its assumption that the parasite retains all of the volume taken up via the endocytotic feeding process, leading to exaggerated IRBC volume estimates. They stressed that most of the host volume ingested may be lost by different processes (e.g, Hb breakdown, Na + extrusion from the parasite compartment) thus freeing up space for the parasite to expand into the host cell and limit the extent of swelling undergone by the infected cell as the parasite volume increases and cations enter the cell through colloid-osmosis. If IRBC volumes do not approach the presumed CHVs, then both the role attributed by the model to excess Hb consumption and the need for freeing space appear irrelevant. It became clear from these considerations that a thorough re-evaluation of the model assumptions and predictions in the light of past and recent experimental evidence became necessary.
In this paper we present a new, detailed analysis of the homeostasis of P. falciparum-infected RBCs. A full description of the model equations is given (see Text S1), and a comprehensive analysis of model assumptions and predictions over the full range of parameter values supported by experimental evidence is provided. We conclude with a re-evaluation of the colloid-osmotic hypothesis. The original model simulations [9] were generated using a restricted set of parameter values and were reported using a minimal subset of model variables, leaving out much potentially useful information on the homeostasis of IRBCs. The present account overcomes these shortcomings and defines our current understanding of the homeostasis of P. falciparum-infected RBCs.
Results
The presentation of the results below, and their analysis, was guided by two specific aims: to provide a critical overview of the experimental evidence on which the information encoded in the model is based, and to allow a rational exploration of the model predictions over a wide range of possible parameter values. This exercise is necessary to enable predictions to be confronted with available results in the literature, to outline the open questions in the field and to direct future research. Figure 1A illustrates the time courses of NPP development and of Hb consumption, as encoded in the original version of the model, based on the experimental results from Staines et al. [8] and from Krugliak et al. [12] , respectively. Figure 1B shows the time-dependent increase in Na + , K + and anion permeabilities through the NPP pathway [7] . Note the difference in ordinate scales between anion and cation permeabilities, corresponding to the well-documented anion selectivity of the NPP pathway [7, 19] . We analyse first the rationale behind the two curves in Figure 1A and then the significance of the time shifts between the onset of the NPP-mediated permeabilization and of Hb consumption. 
Author Summary
The parasite Plasmodium falciparum is responsible for severe malaria in humans. The 48 hour asexual reproduction cycle of the parasite within red blood cells is responsible for the symptoms in this disease. Within this period, the parasite causes massive changes in the host red cell, increasing some metabolic activities hundredfold, making it leaky to many nutrients and waste products, and consuming most of the cell's hemoglobin, far more than it needs for its own metabolism. The challenge that we faced was to explain how the infected cell maintained its integrity throughout such a violent cycle. Seeking clues, we developed a mathematical model of an infected cell in which we encoded our current knowledge and understanding of the complex processes that control cell homeostasis. We present here for the first time a detailed description of the model and a critical analysis of its predictions in relation to the available experimental evidence. The results support the view that host-cell integrity is maintained by the progressive reduction in the hemoglobin concentration within the host cell, resulting in a reduced rate and extent of swelling.
NPP Development
The stage-dependent changes in NPP-mediated permeabilities were measured in samples from synchronized Pf cultures [8] . They were encoded in the model as represented in Figure 1A and 1B. The curves may be interpreted in either of two ways: as a gradual simultaneous increase in NPP-mediated permeability in all the parasitized cells (graded response), or as the net population variation in onset time of sudden permeability changes in individual cells (all-or-none response). Can the available experimental evidence help discriminate between graded or all-or-none alternatives? Isotonic solutions of NPP-permeant solutes such as sorbitol have been extensively used to selectively hemolyse IRBC with developed NPPs [20] . Analysis of the lysis kinetics of IRBCs renders results compatible with both types of responses [21] . Patch-clamp studies have not yet documented intermediate conductance stages in NPP activated IRBCs [22] . Therefore, the all or none response remains a distinct possibility, deserving investigation here by analysing the predicted effects of a sudden increase in NPP-mediated permeability.
Hemoglobin Consumption and Significance of the TimeDifference between NPP Development and Hemoglobin Consumption
The stage-dependent changes in Hb consumption were defined within wide error margins [12, 23] . Hb consumption of up to 80% of the host cell Hb is known to proceed gradually (see, e.g., [23] , and there is no ''all or none'' alternative to gradual Hb consumption. The most important and well supported feature of the two curves in Figure 1A is that NPP development precedes Hb consumption. Sorbitol, alanine and other solutes whose permeability through uninfected RBC membranes is negligible have been extensively used to probe for NPP permeabilization [7] . In isotonic solutions of sorbitol or alanine, IRBCs with developed NPPs rapidly lyse; only those with young ring-stage parasites remain intact. The importance of delayed Hb digestion relative to NPP development is that by the time the large excess of amino acids produced by globin proteolysis reaches the host cell membrane, the permeability path available for their rapid downgradient exit is available, thus preventing osmotic stress from accumulated amino acids within the host. However, the experimental errors in the observed half-times of NPP development and Hb ingestion curves are relatively large and the possible effects of interval variations between the curves in Figure 1 on IRBC homeostasis deserve exploration. Figure 2A ). The model predictions here allow a detailed analysis of the homeostatic processes at work during the different stages of parasite development.
IRBC Homeostasis
During the stage of initial quiescence (Phase 1), from invasion to about 20 h post-invasion, all IRBC variables remain essentially unchanged from their initial levels. Phase 2, K + -driven net fluid loss, is triggered by NPP activation. The immediate effect of the increase in Na + , K + and anion (A 2 ) permeabilities ( Figure 1B ) is to induce the dissipation of the steep initial Na + and K + gradients (Figure 2B and 2C), unrestricted by co-anion movements [24, 25] .
Initially the opposite driving forces for Na + and K + gradient dissipation have similar magnitude, as represented in Figure 2D and 2E by the respective electrochemical driving gradients DE Na and DE K . The P K /P Na permeability ratio for cation selectivities is however set at 2.3 [8] and thus determines that the loss of KCl transiently exceeds NaCl gain. This causes a transient net fall in RBC cytosolic anion content and concentration ( Figure 2B and 2C, respectively) and net loss of water ( Figure 2A , cell water and Figure 2F ). Figure 3A shows that the K + efflux, which initially exceeds Na + influx, rapidly returns to near-zero baseline levels as the K + gradient is dissipated. 
, with consequent cell acidification [26] [27] [28] . In Phase 3, Na + -driven fluid gain, the direction of net fluid movement is reversed following the reversal of the gradients driving net salt flows. This reversal also affects the direction of change in all associated variables (Figures 2 and 3 ). Figure 3A shows that the net fluxes of Na + and anions into the cell persist long after the net K + flux has returned to baseline levels, and Figure 2D and 2E shows the time-dependent changes in driving gradients which determine the direction of net ion and fluid fluxes at all times according to the model (see Text S1).
In Phase 4, fluid loss, the rate of Hb consumption is maximal. This rate determines the volume of cytosol that the parasite needs to ingest in order to incorporate the amount of Hb prescribed by the Hb consumption function (Figure 1 ). When this volume exceeds the concomitant Na + -driven fluid gain, host cell water contents and host cell volume are transiently reduced ( Figure 2A ). 2 ) result from the transfer of RBC cytosol to the parasite as part of the Hb ingestion process. Additional reduction in host cell volume results from the removal of the space occupied by Hb molecules. Hb has a specific volume of about 0.74 ml/g [29] and contributes with about 25% to the total volume of a normal RBC. Therefore, a loss of 70-80% of Hb from a cell containing in average 34 pg of Hb is equivalent to a volume loss of between 15-20 fl by the end of the asexual cycle.
Phase 5, sustained swelling, is characterized by continuous NaCl and water gains by the host cell (Figures 2A (cell water) , 2B (Na + and A 2 ), and 2F) driven by the inward Na + gradient. The rate of fluid gain is reduced relative to that in phase 3 ( Figure 2F ) because of the marked reduction in driving force for net NaCl gain ( Figure 2D and 2E) and in colloid-osmotic pressure due to the fall in Hb concentration ( Figure 3B ). Parasite and IRBC volumes also increase at slower rates (Figure 2A (Parasite, IRBC) ) following the reduced Hb consumption and fluid gains relative to Phase 4. As the anion concentration increases (Figure 2C ), the membrane potential becomes progressively more depolarized and the equilibrium potentials of all ions approach the membrane potential E m ( Figure 2D and 2E), with consequent cell alkalinisation ( Figure 3C ). The Na pump, initially stimulated by the increased intracellular Na + concentration, shows late inhibition ( Figure 3D ). This inhibition results from a predicted reduction in Mg 2+ concentration in the host cell cytosol following global cytosolic transfers to the parasite during Hb ingestion. Late swelling further reduces the Mg 2+ concentration. The Mg 2+ /ATP ratio is an important regulator of Na pump activity and departure from its normal value near unity is inhibitory to the pump [30, 31] . Atamna and Ginsburg [32] measured the Mg 2+ content of host and parasite compartments in IRBCs with mature trophozoite stage parasites and found that the Mg 2+ content of the host cell compartment was over 60% lower than that of uninfected RBCs. They suggested that such a reduction may partially inhibit active transport by the sodium and calcium pumps. It remains to be elucidated whether the actual mechanism of Mg 2+ deprivation in the host cell is the one implied by the model. Figure 4 illustrates a condition in which NPPs are switched on almost instantly to analyse the homeostatic effects of all-or-none NPP activation ( Figure 4A ). The rest of parameter values were the same as for Figure 2 . It can be seen that the main effect of all-ornone NPP activation is to compress the time-course of the events described for phase 2 ( Figure 2) , with relatively minor long-term quantitative changes in volumes ( Figure 4B ) and in Hb concentration ( Figure 4C ). The relative duration and magnitude of the effects described for each period in the examples chosen for Figures 2 and 4 will vary with the choice of parameter values.
These effects are analysed below. The important point to note is that the underlying homeostatic processes described for each period remain essentially the same.
Design of a Modelling Strategy for Parasite Volume Growth; Introduction of a Coupling Factor Linking Parasite Volume Growth to Hemoglobin Consumption
The time course of volume growth of P. falciparum parasites throughout their asexual reproduction cycle in human RBCs has not been characterized. Parasite volume increases throughout the cycle but it is unknown whether this growth is uniform or variable. The minimal final parasite volume in a cell with a single parasite has to equal the sum of the volumes of all the merozoites produced plus the volume occupied by the residual body. Without relevant information available, it was difficult to design a rational strategy to model parasite volume growth. Because the time-course of parasite volume growth could be roughly associated with that of Hb ingestion, linking these two variables was considered an acceptable modelling strategy. In the initial formulation of the model [9] , parasite volume at each instant of time was defined by the cumulative volume of ingested host cell cytosol up to that time. This volume, in turn, was determined by all the complex homeostatic factors that influenced the volume of host cytosol in which the prescribed amount of Hb to be digested at each time was contained. For maximal Hb consumption around 70-80%, this strategy predicted terminal parasite volumes of about 70 to 90 fl (Figure 2A, Parasite) , values near the mean volume of uninfected RBCs. However, previous results suggested that this approach overestimated parasite volume.
Saliba et al. [33] measured the water content of parasites at the mature trophozoite stage to be less than 30 fl. Recent results by Elliott et al. [23] suggest that single parasite volumes seldom exceed 50 fl at any developmental stage. Therefore, to explore the effect of more realistic estimates of parasite volumes a coupling factor was introduced. It defines the global volumegrowth of the parasite in each iteration of the numerical computation as a fraction of the volume of cytosol incorporated during that iteration (see Text S1). For coupling factor values of less than 0.7, this approach implicitly corrects for parasite volume losses due to Hb breakdown, because, although hemozoin is retained, the volume occupied by the globin molecules largely vanishes in the process of exporting the resulting amino acids to the external medium. As explained above, this volume may account for up to 20 fl. The results of simulations using the same set of parameter values applied in the example of Figure 2 , varying only the value of the coupling factor, are shown in Figure 5 which reports predicted parasite volumes as a function of time post-invasion. From these results, only coupling factor values in the range 0.3 to 0.7 appear to cover the observed range of terminal parasite volumes for single infections. This range then will be tested in the global simulations attempted below, in comparison with the original value of 1 [9, 10] . Figure 6 shows the model predictions for five selected variables, plotted as a function of time post-invasion. The chosen range of variation for each parameter was based on experimental results when available or on outcomes of simulations consistent with observation. For instance, although single parasite volumes may remain within the 30 to 50 fl range, IRBCs are often seen with two viable parasites reaching segmentor stages (L. Bannister, personal communication), or with additional volume occupied by developmentally arrested parasites [34] . From the perspective relevant to the homeostasis of the host cell, it is the combined parasite volume that counts, hence the choice of coupling ratios spanning values from 0.3 to 1. The range of half-time values for NPP development and Hb ingestion is shown within 61 standard deviation of the experimentally-reported means [8, 12] . Figure 6 shows only simulations with parameter values in which IRBC volumes remain below the spherical volume cells can attain within a maximally-stretched membrane, at which point they would lyse. This maximal volume is usually described as the critical hemolytic volume. Following Ponder [35] , the nominal CHV was set at a mean value of 1.7 times the original volume of the modelled cell.
Model Predictions over the Range of Variation in Parameter Values
The immediate conclusion from gross comparisons between Figure 6A -C and Figure 6D and 6E is that whereas host cell water ( Figure 6A ), IRBC volume (relative to uninfected RBC volume, Figure 6B ), and parasite volumes ( Figure 6C ) can vary over a very wide range and with large oscillations within the five homeostatic periods described for Figure 2 ( Figure 6A and 6B) , the predicted decline pattern in host cell Hb concentration remains remarkably uniform ( Figure 6E) . Therefore, the single novel and invariant prediction of the colloid-osmotic hypothesis is that the Hb concentration within the host cell has to become progressively reduced, regardless of parasite and IRBC volumes ( Figure 6E ). 
Discussion
The analysis of the homeostasis of Pf infected RBCs (Figures 2,  3 , 4, and 6) provides a number of novel insights:
it identifies five distinct periods associated with dynamic changes in ionic driving gradients, in hemoglobin and ion contents, in ionic fluxes through NPPs and Na pump, and in water fluxes ( Figures 2 and 3) ; (ii) it predicts specific stage-dependent variations in host cell pH ( Figure 3C ) and membrane potential ( Figure 2D ); (iii) it reveales a wide domain of homeostatic stability compatible with large variations in parasite and IRBC volumes throughout the asexual reproduction cycle of the parasite ( Figure 6 ), and (iv) it demonstrates the homeostatic compatibility of an all-ornone mode of activation of NPPs (Figure 4) . The graded and all-or-none alternatives for NPP activation in single IRBCs are relevant to ongoing controversies on whether NPPs represent upregulated endogenous pathways of the RBC membrane or whether they are parasite-induced insertions [22, 36, 37] . Upregulation, as recently suggested [22] , could explain better an all-or-none modality by a developmentalstage controlled release of a NPP-activation factor within each IRBC. However, the all-or-none alternative remains untested experimentally. One possible approach would be to measure NPP-mediated conductance in stage-segregated IRBCs using the cell-attached patch clamp configuration. Graded NPP development predicts a clear trend of increasing conductance with parasite developmental stage whereas all-or-none predicts similar large NPP conductances at all developmental stages whenever detected. We now discuss some of the issues arising from this analysis.
We consider next how experimental results in the literature compare with our model predictions. In Figure 7 , experimental measurements of the five selected variables reported in Figure 6 are shown as rectangles over the grey silhouettes of the variable ranges in Figure 6 . Despite the large variability in the experimental results, it is clear that they fall within the low range of values for host cell water ( Figure 7A ), IRBC volume ( Figure 7B ), and parasite volume ( Figure 7C ) for single infections [33, 38, 39] . The hemoglobin content measurements show a declining pattern covering the full range of the values encoded in the model ( Figure 7D ). Most significantly, the recent measurements of the stage-dependent changes in host Hb concentration by Park et al. [40] and Esposito et al. [41] , obtained with two independent techniques confirm the declining pattern predicted by the model (Figure 7E ), thus lending support to its most relevant prediction.
Do the large variations in parasite and host cell volumes explored with the model and also apparent in the experimental measurements ( Figure 7 ) reflect true IRBC polymorphisms or merely error margins? IRBC polymorphisms are evident in relation to a number of characteristics which can be easily observed and recorded in live cultures: single or multiple invasion, developmental and viability differences among parasites in multiple invasions, IRBC shapes and volumes, parasite sizes and shapes, hemozoin particle content, aggregation state of hemozoin crystals, number of merozoites contained and released, etc. Many of these variations are observed in highly synchronized populations and cannot be attributed simply to differences in developmental stage of the parasite, or to viability state of the IRBCs. It is therefore plausible that the domain of stable homeostatic solutions predicted by the model (Figure 6 ) does indeed reflect, at least in part, true homeostatic polymorphisms of IRBCs. If so, parasite, host and IRBC volumes may vary within wide margins from cell to cell without necessarily compromising the osmotic stability of the IRBC. This, however, questions the fundamental tenet of the colloid-osmotic hypothesis, that excess Hb consumption is necessary to prevent premature IRBC lysis.
The problem can be clearly illustrated with an example. Let us consider an IRBC whose volume remains near a relative cell volume of 1 throughout the asexual reproduction cycle, as in many of the curves shown in Figure 6B , and as documented experimentally [23, 33, 40] . If the critical hemolytic volume remains set at 1.7 times the initial RBC volume, as originally assumed based on data from uninfected RBCs [35] , model simulations indicate that ,20% Hb consumption would be enough to prevent the premature lysis of a cell with relative volume around 1. So, for such a cell, excess Hb consumption would appear irrelevant for lysis prevention. But the available evidence overwhelmingly supports the view that Hb is consumed in large excess in all viable IRBCs. It follows that reduced colloidosmosis may not be the main reason for excess Hb consumption, at least not in all instances. However, as discussed next, the conundrum here rests with the rigid attribution of a CHV of 1.7 in Previous results from osmotic fragility studies in IRBCs showed that the osmotic fragility of RBCs infected with mature trophozoite-and schizont-stage parasites is substantially increased relative to IRBCs with ring-stage parasites or to uninfected cohorts [9, 10] . If the actual volume of at least some IRBCs harbouring mature parasites remains low, then for the osmotic fragility to be increased their CHV has to be somehow reduced.
How can this occur? The CHV of each RBC depends critically on membrane area [35, 42, 43] . If membrane area is reduced by infection, the CHV will also be reduced. The relation between volume (V) and area (A) in a sphere is given by V = A 3/2 /(6p
). Therefore, since the ratio of maximal volumes (V 1 , V 2 ) of two cells with different surface areas (A 1 , A 2 ) is V 1 /V 2 = (A 1 / A 2 )
1.5 , a fractional decrease in area will propagate to a fractional decrease in volume to the power of 1.5, stressing the magnified effect of effective membrane area reductions on CHV. Early results in the literature report opposing claims in relation to membrane area changes in infected IRBCs: population estimates report substantial reductions [39] whereas single cell measurements suggested no change [44] . Recent movies by Glushakova et al. [45] show infected cells about to rupture whose near spherical diameter is less than 80% that of surrounding uninfected discocytes indicating reduced membrane area. Considering, in addition, that the membrane geometry and fluid properties of Pf-infected RBCs become progressively altered by knobs and increased rigidity [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] , the increased osmotic fragility may be compounded by an increased lytic vulnerability to volume expansion, resulting from reductions in membrane area, in the capacity to effect a normal expansion of the full membrane area before lytic rupture, or both.
The increase in the osmotic fragility of IRBCs reflects a progressive hemolytic vulnerability of Pf-infected RBCs to volume expansion by fluid gains. This shows that IRBCs become [40] ; open and closed triangles -Elliott et al. [23, 38] ; open diamonds -Krugliak et al. [12] ; open stars -Zanner et al. [39] ; open squares -Saliba et al. [33] ; closed diamonds -Esposito et al. [41] . (A) Host cell water volume, relative to initial IRBC volume; (B) IRBC volume, relative to initial volume; (C) relative parasite volume; (D) host cell Hb content, in mmol(10 13 cells)
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; (E) Hb concentration in host cell water, mM. Data in (B) and (E) were modified from the original references to fit the units used in the model (E) or to provide plausible estimates in the absence of direct measurements (B). IRBC volumes in (B) (dotted lines) were estimated from data in Park et al. [40] and Elliot et al. [23] by adding the cytosol volume from Park et al. [40] to the parasite volume from Elliot et al. [23] .
[Hb] data in Panel E, from Park et al. [40] , was obtained by dividing the Hb content of the cytosol by the water content of the cytosol after subtracting the volume occupied by the Hb molecules. The data was then normalized to the initial value of [Hb] progressively closer to their effective CHV as the parasite matures, regardless of their actual volume levels. Although the contributions of membrane area loss and other factors to this hemolytic vulnerability remain to be elucidated, excess Hb consumption retains its credential as a general protection mechanism for IRBCs of all volumes, by preventing excessive rates of fluid gain. This mechanism depends critically on the prediction illustrated in Figures 3B and 6E that the Hb concentration must become progressively reduced in all IRBCs, regardless of the specific volume evolution of each IRBC.
In conclusion: the original formulation of the colloid-osmotic hypothesis, using a coupling coefficient of one, predicted that IRBCs would swell close to a CHV level taken as the mean value for uninfected RBCs, premature rupture being prevented by the reduced Hb concentration. Simulations with coupling coefficient values below 0.7 deliver more realistic IRBC volume estimates ( Figures 5B and 7B ), but experimental results indicate that the progressive proximity of IRBCs to a reduced CHV is retained. Thus, whatever the reason for CHV proximity, reduction in Hb concentration remains essential for preventing rapid fluid gains leading to premature IRBC lysis.
Model
The Software
The mathematical-computational model of the homeostasis of Plasmodium falciparum-infected red blood cells (IRCM) was derived as an extension of the original Lew-Bookchin red cell model (RCM) [26] . Both models are available as free-standing executable files from http://www.pdn.cam.ac.uk/staff/lew/index.html. The IRCM first computes a ''Reference'' steady-state (RS) meant to represent the initial condition of a human red blood cell just invaded by a falciparum merozoite generating a ring-stage internalized parasite occupying 4% of the red cell volume. In the formulation of the RS the programme offers a large variety of options for the user to change constitutive properties of the IRBC such as the value of all the parameters tested in the simulations reported in this paper. For the simulations reported here the medium was assumed to be an infinite reservoir (vanishingly low hematocrit condition). With the RS defined, the programme is set to follow the dynamic evolution of the IRBC system (Dynamic state, DS) for 48 hours with a data output frequency chosen by the user. To enable realistic comparisons with experimental results, experimental conditions can be simulated to explore the modified dynamic behaviour of the system.
The IRBC Model
Computation of the reference state. The constitutive properties of IRBCs defined in the RS comprise (see supporting information for equations):
1. The detailed initial composition of intra and extracellular fluids complying with electroneutrality and osmotic equilibrium (eqs S1 and S2) 2. The identity, concentration, and protonized state of medium H + buffers (HEPES-like in the current simulations (eq S3)
3. The identity, concentration and mean charge of the impermeant cell solutes (eqs S4 and S5) 4. The cytoplasmic H + buffering behaviour of Hb (eq S5 ) [52] 5. The power function describing the non-ideal osmotic behaviour of Hb (eq S6) [53, 54] 6. The initial fraction of IRBC volume occupied by Hb molecules (25%) [29, 55] 7. The magnitude and kinetics of active Na + and K + transport through the sodium pump (eqs S7-S10) [55, 56] 8. The magnitude and kinetics of all unidi r ection a l and net passive fluxes of Na + , K + , A 2 and H + through each of the endogenous passive transporters expressed in the cell (eqs S11-S18) [26] 9. The electrical potential potential difference across the RBC membrane (eqs S19,S20) 10. The stage-dependent changes in NPP-mediated permeabilities (Figure 1 , eq S21) [7] [8] [9] 11. The maximal magnitude and kinetics of Na + , K + and A 2 fluxes through NPPs (eq S13) [7] 12. The Hb consumption function (Figure 1 , eq S22) [9] 13. Cell volume normalized to 1 at t = 0 [55] 14. Area-volume ratio of RBC encoded in critical hemolytic volume set at 1.7 times the initial cell volume (volume of sphere contained within original RBC membrane area) [35] All functions were defined with a default set of parameter values, open to change by the modeller. The default values are displayed at the prompts in the running of the model. The initial values of most system parameters and variables were listed following a hierarchical order of reliability for the information available so as to enable derivation of lesser known from better known values in the equations of the Reference State [26, 55] . The kinetic equations were defined with minimal sets of parameters to avoid unnecessary complexity.
Computation of the dynamic state. Three main processes determine the overall dynamic behaviour of IRBCs: NPPmediated traffic, Hb consumption and parasite volume growth. The potential osmotic stress generated by the amino acids produced during Hb digestion was neglected in the model because the amino acid composition of the effluent from infected RBCs was indistinguishable from that of globin, indicating that NPP permeability was high enough not to limit the rate of exit of the lesser permeable amino acids [7, 11, 12] .
Parasite volume growth was linked to Hb ingestion as follows. For any infinitesimal time interval, represented by the integration interval Dt in the numerical computations, the parasite ingests a volume of red cell cytoplasm, DV w (eqs S26, S27) containing the amount of Hb prescribed by the Hb consumption function for that time interval (eq S22). This reduces the host cell volume by DV w and increases parasite volume by cf?DV w in each Dt. cf represents a coupling coefficient which converts DV w to a quantum of parasite volume-growth within Dt, proportional to DV w , to enable the modeller to explore the effect of broad parasite volume-growth variations, and also the volume-effects of single and multiple invasions. Global volume changes within the host compartment are determined by parasite ingestion of host cytosol and by fluid transfers across the host cell plasma membrane resulting from changes in membrane permeability (NPP development), ionic gradients and colloid osmosis. Ingestion, parasite volume growth and homeostasis are therefore closely interdependent processes because ingestion affects host Hb content on which colloid osmosis largely depends and homeostasis affects the size of each DV w on which parasite volume growth depends. At each time, t, parasite volume, V P , and host cell volume, V H , result from the cumulative changes generated by host cytosol transfers to parasite and by all the ion and water fluxes through endogenous and parasitegenerated pathways up to t. Thus, V P = V P o +cfS DV w and V H = V H o +SDV'2S DV w , respectively, where V P o represents the initial ring-stage parasite volume, V H o represents the initial host cell volume, normalized to 1, and DV' represents the homeostasisinduced infinitesimal change in host cell volume within each Dt. In the running of the model, V H at each t is computed from equation S30, as detailed in Text S1. IRBC volume at each t, V IRBC , is thus defined by V IRBC = V H +V P . Solute exchanges between parasite and host, as well as possible homeostatic effects resulting from host cell membrane alterations were not considered in the model because their relevance remains uncertain and precise information, with the detail required for useful modelling is lacking.
The following sequence was applied in the computation of the transient behaviour of the IRCM for each Dt interval.
